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Abstract. This paper is a continuation of investigations of n-irmer product spaces given 
in [5, 6, 7] and an extension of results given in [3] to arbitrary natural n. It concerns families 
of projections of a given linear space L onto its n-dimensional subspaces and shows that 
between these families and n-inner products there exist interesting close relations. 
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1. n-INNER PRODUCTS AND n-NORMS 
1.1. Let n be a natural number (n # 0), L a linear space with d i m ! , > n and let 
(•, • | •,...,•) be a real function on Ln+l = L x . . . x L. 
n+l times 
In the case n = 1, we also write (•, •) instead of (•, • | - , . . . , •) and (a, b | a 2 , . . . , an) 
is to be understood as the expression (a,b). Let us assume the following conditions: 
1. ( o , 6 | o 2 , . . . , o „ ) > 0 , 
(a, a | 02, •... o„) = 0 if and only if a, a 2 , . . . , an are linearly dependent, 
2. (a, b | o 2 , . . . , o„) = (b,a\ a2,---,an), 
3. (a,b | 02, • • • ,an) = (a, b \ a ; 2 , . . . ,a;7 l) for every permutation ( i 2 , ••• ,in) oi 
( 2 , . . . , n ) , 
4. if n > 1, then (a,a ] 02,03, . . . ,an) — (02,02 | 0,0.3, • • -,an), 
5. ( a a , 6 I 02 , . . . , a n ) — a (a, b \ a 2 , . . . , a n ) for every real a, 
6. (o + b,c I o 2 , . . . ,an) = (a,c | o 2 , . . . ,an) + (b,c \ o 2 , . . . ,o„) . 
Then (•, • | •,...,•) is called an n-inner product on L (see [5]) and (L, (•, • \ - , . . . , -)) 
is called an n-inner product space. The concept of an n-inner product space is a 
generalization of the concepts of an inner product space (n = 1) and of a 2-inner 
product space (see [1]). 
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1.2. Let n > 1. An n-inner product space L and its n-inner product (-,-\ •,..., 
are called simple if there exists an inner product (-, •) on L such that the relation 
(a,b) (a,a2) . . . (o,on) 
. , x (a2,6) (a2,a2) . . . (a2,an) 
(0,61 o2>. •. ,an) = . . 
(on,6) (an,a2) ... (an,an) 
holds. The inner product (•, •) is said to generate the n-inner product (•,• | • , , . . , •). 
An element o 6 L is said to be orthogonal to a non-empty subset S of L if 
(a, ei I 62,. • •, en) = 0 for arbitrary e%, ..., en € S. A subset S of L is said to be 
orthogonal if it is linearly independent, contains at least n elements and if every 
e 6 S is orthogonal to S \ {e}. 
1.3. An n-norm on L is a real function | |-,..., -|| on Ln which satisfies the following 
conditions: 
1. | |oi , . . . , on|| = 0 if and only if 01, . . . , an are linearly dependent, 
2. ||oi,. ..,o„|| = | |OJ, , . . , ,o;„ || for every permutation (i%,... ,in) of (1, . . .,n), 
3. ||aoi,02, •. • ,an | | = |a| | |ai,o2 , . . . ,an | | for every real number a, 
4. ||o + 6,02,.-.,on|| ^ ||o,a2,...,On|| + ||o,a2,...,a„||. 
L equipped with an n-norm ||-,..., -|| is called an n-normed space. The concept 
of an n-normed space is a generalization of the concepts of a normed (n = 1) and a 
2-normed space (see [2]). 
Theorem 1. (Theorem 7 of [5]) For every n-inner product (•,• | • , . . . , •) on L, 
(1) | |oi,o2 , . . . ,an | | = \f(ai,ai \a2,~..,an) 
defines an n-norm on L for which 
(2) (o, 6 I a2 , . . . , an) = \ (||o + 6,02,..., anf - ||a - b, 02, • • •, an||
2) 
and 
(3) ||o + 6,02,...,an||
2 + | |o-6,o2 ! . . . ,on | |
2 = 2(| |a,a2,...,on | |
2 + ||6,a2,...,on | |
2) 
are true. 
Conversely, for every n-norm \[,..., -\\ on L with the property (3), (2) defines an 
n-inner product on L for which (1) is true. 
For every n-inner product (-, • | -,...,-) on L the n-norm given by (1) is said to be 
associated to (•,• | • , . . . , • ) , If in connection with an n-inner product on L an n-norm 
is used, then ||-,. •., -|| always will be the n-norm associated to (•, • | • , . . . , •). 
2. P R O J E C T I O N S IN n-iNNER PRODUCT SPACES 
2 . 1 . Let (L, ( • , ' ! • , . . . , •)) be an n-inner product space. For arbitrary linearly 
independent points a%,..., an 6 _ , let pr0l j,.. j0n be the mapping of L into L given by 
(A - ( c ,« i l « 2 , - - . , - n ) „ , , (c,an\a1,...,an-i) 
(see [3], where n — 2). We often use the notion 
(c,ajfc | a 1 , . . . , d f c , . . . , a n ) = (c,afc | ax,.. .,ak-i,ak+i,.. .,an) 
and 
_ ( c , a f c | q 1 , . . . , a f c , . . . , q n ) 
P r "» . - . i_ . - . - .W ~ | K , . . . , a n | P ' 
Then we have 
, % v"* (
c> °* I <*i, • • •, a ib , . . . , On) p-^^-g _________ flfc 
= - - P ^ I . - . B L . - . " " ^ 0 * 1 -
*=1 
T h e o r e m 2. pr a i i , „„ is aprojectioa of L onto L({ai,... , a n } ) , t i e iinear space 
generated by the set { a 1 ; . . . , an}. 
P r o o f . Obviously pr a . a n i s linear. Since pr t t l ,. 0„(afc) = ak for arbitrary k € 
{ 1 , . . . , n } , pr01) 0ri maps _ onto L ({aj , , . . . , a n }) . Moreover, 
?<,...,*» - E 
fc=i 
from which by virtue of 
(pr a i a„(c), a*, | a x , . . . , a } , , . . . , a n ) 
- V ' (Prai,...,a„(C),afc 1 Ql, • • • ,Ofc, • • • ,On) 
| | a 1 , . . . , a n | P 
| | a 1 ) . . . , a n | | -
. (c, a; | a x , . . . , a i , . . . , a«) (a;, a* | a j , . . . , ajb, . . . , On 
= £ • 
i=i " 




T h e o r e m 3. pr a j > , a n is independent of the special choice of a i , . . . , an in 
L({ai,... ,a„}); this means, for arbitrary linearly independent points a\ = £ ai,k a*,, 
i — \, •.., n, we have 
pr«;>...,.;, = pr«1„.,«„-
P r o o f . Let linearly independent points a[ = J2ai,kak, i = I, •. •, n he given. 
k=i 
Then 
I a i , i • • • ai ,„ 
Ф 
For arbitrary c € L, 
™ (c, £ a.>fc ak £ a1)fc ak, • • •, X>,,,,a,v,..., £ an,k ak 
Pr<.i,...,..(c) = E «*.< ̂ ^ i f f ^ P ^ ^ 
*.'=i £ a i , f c a f c , . . . , £ ; a n , f c a J 
Using the notion £3'. which means that summation is taken only with respect to 
different indices, formula (8) in Theorem 6 of [6] implies that 
E * - 1 (c> Ž ai,kak J2 ai.fcOí,,..., Ítai,kak,..., £) a„,fcafc : 
= ! > E 
i=l j,k2<--<kn 
x (c,вj | a f c j , . . . , a f c n ) 
«!,( ai,fc2 . . . ai,ŕ,-„. 
- E ' : : • • • : 
**»<-<*» a „ , , a „ , f c , . . . a П l f e . 
01,1 ••• Öl.n 
oti,j Cťi,íî2 •.. ai.fc,, 
an,j aПlk2 • • • an,кn 
(c, ttj- | a f c 2 , . . . , ӣк„) 
«n,l • • • On,n 
(c,ai I a i , . . . , a ( , . . . , a n ) 
»k=l 
This yields that 
VJai^aj,,..., VJttn./jOA, = 
k=l " 
«1,1 ••- « l , n 
« n , l • • • a n , n 
A (c,ai |a i , . . . ,ai , . . . ,o„) 
PV1(...,a;(c) = 2 , - ^ | ^ 3 ^ | 2 «' = P^a1,...,a„(c) 
which proves the theorem. D 
Theorem 4. For arbitrary ceL, c-prai,...,a,,(c) is orthogonal to L({ai,... ,o„}). 
Proof . For arbitrary oj = XI «»",<% OA, , i = 1,..., n, by means of (8) in Theorem 6 
* = i 
(see [6]) we get 
! - PГai„..,a„(c), E al. f c a * E а2'k fl*' • • • > X. a n ' * 
= c'_L.a i.*= 53«2,*a*>--->53a, i>*ci* 
* = 1 * = 1 
" Ľ (c,o„ |ai,. . .,áit,. . .,a 7 l) | |0 1 , . . . ! OnP 
a * '__З a i >* a ; f e 





0 an,k2 ••• «n,fc„ 
« l , j «ł,A 2 
a 2 , j «2,* 2 
5 3 «2,* Ofc,..., 5 3 аn,к а> 
k=l 
(c.cij | a _ г , . . . , O f c „ ) 
« i , * „ 
«2,k„ 
an,j an,k2 .. • «„,*,„ 
« 2 Д 
« n , l 




« l , n 
«2,n 
= 0. 
This was to be proved. D 
2.2. Prom Theorem 2 of [7] we know the following: if (•, • | -,...,•) is a simple 
n-inner product on L and (•, •) generates (•, • | - , . . . , •), then for arbitrary a £ L and 
arbitrary S C L which generates a linear subspace of L of dimension ^ n, a is 
orthogonal to S relative to (•, • | •,...,•) if and only if o is orthogonal to S relative to 
(•, •). From this and Theorem 4 it follows that if (•, • | •,..., •) is simple and (•, •) is an 
inner product on L generating ( v | •,..., •), then for arbitrary c e L , c — pr01j.„j0ji(c) 
is orthogonal to L ({oi,..., o„}) relative to (•, •). 
2.3. From Theorem 3 of [6] we know that if S is an orthogonal set in L, for every 
e e S, distinct 62, ..., en e S\ {e}, distinct e'2, ..., e'n e S\{e} and every c from 
the linear space generated by 5, we have 
(c,e|e2 , . . . ,e„) (c,e [ e'2,... ,e'n) 
\\e,e2,...,enf | | e ,e i , . . . ,e n | | - ' 
which implies pre>C2 e„(c) = pre,e',..„c'(
c)- This means that under the above con-
ditions the coordinate pree2 ej(c) of pre>e2>..,j(,i((c) is independent of e2, • • • ,en. 
For every n-dimensional linear subspace L' of L let SL> be the set of all subsets 
{oi, . . . ,on} of L' such that | |oi,... ,on | | = 1. Then for arbitrary {oi , . . . ,o n}, 
{o'j,..., a'n} e Si- we have a'{ = £ <**,* o*, t = 1, . . . , n with 
*=i 
«1,1 • • • « l , n 
«» ,1 • • • a , 
S is maximal in the sense that if {a%,... ,an} e SL>, then for arbitrary points a\ = 
J2 ai,k o*, i = 1, . . . , n, with 
* = i 
«1,1 • • • « l , n 
« n , l • • • Cin,n 
we have {o'x,... ,a'n} e Si-. 
From the proof of Theorem 4 we know that 
:> Xľ ai'k aк ^2 a%'к aҺ' • • • > ž2 Лn'к aк 
«2Д 
« n , l 
PГ„j ąjo) I I OlД 
«2,n «2,1 
a n , i 
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whenever ce L and {oi,... ,o„} e Si'. 
Theorem 5. Let L' and L+ be n-dimensional linear subspaces of L such that 
dim (L'(1L+) = n —1 and let {o',02,.. -,o„} G Si/ and {o+,02,... ,o„} 6 5/,+ . 
Then 
Pro+,a2,.,,a„(a') =PV,a 2 , . . , a„ (o
+ ) -
P roof . Evident. D 
3. GENERATION OF W-INNER PRODUCTS BY MEANS OF FAMILIES OF PROJECTIONS 
3.1. Let L be an arbitrary linear space of dimension ^ n. For every n-dimensional 
linear subspace L' of L let SL' be a maximal set of subsets {ai,... ,o„} of linearly 
independent points of L'such that for arbitrary {ai,...,an}, {o'j,... ,a'n} € SL> we 
, n with have a\ = ^ ai,k o*, i = 1, 
Jt=i 
« i , i 
« n , ł 
вl.n 
Moreover, let us assume the following: 
1. For every n-dimensional linear subspace L' of L there is a projection pr i ( of L 
onto L' for which for every {oi,... ,an} 6 Si* we also will use the notation 
Pra1,..,o„ = 1 2
P r a l ai,...,a„Ofc-
J f e = l 
2. If £', L+ are n-dimensional linear subspaces of L such that dim (L' DL+) = n—l 
and if {a1,02, • • •,on} 6 St/ and {o
+,02,..., an} 6 Sx+ then 
(4) Pro±,a2,..,a„(
a ') = P ral,a2,..,a„(
a4 
Every n points a[, ..., a'noiL can be written in the form aj=53
a«,*°fc> *=!>• •-,», 
fc=i 




« я , l 
P Г a j , . . , ^ ) 
«2,n 
« l , ł 
«2Д 
« n , l 
« l , n 
«2,n 
Theorem 6. (c, Oj | a2,.. •, a!n) given by (5) is iBdependent of the special choice 
of {ai,...,an}. 
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P r o o f . Let {oi, . . . ,an}, {5i, . . . ,o„} 6 ST,> and ak = 23 S/t,,Oi, k = 1, ..., n. 
i=i 
Then 
'«!,! . . . 2i,„ 
a „ i . . . a„ 
and a'{ = 23
 a i , * «t = 23 a i , * St,( 2,, « = 1, . . . , « . From 




i = l * = 1 
= 2 ľ PГa1,...,ot,...,o„(
c)«*,i< 
i c , i = l 
we get p r 5 l . . s a (c) = 23 P
roj ak a (
c) «*,;, J = 1, . . . , n, and consequently 
'""' " ' " ' " fc=i >••••_.••-> 








23 ai,fcSfc,i . . . 23 ai,kak,n 
*= i *=i 
23 «2,*S*,i . . . 23 Cí2,k5fc,n 
2 3 an,*Sfc,i . . . 23 <xn,kãk,r, 
к=l k=l 
P r o j . , . . . ^ , ^ ) ••• P r 0 1 , . . . , o „ (
c ) 
«2,1 • • • a2,n 
a„,i . . . a n ,„ -
« i , i ••• a i , „ 
«2,1 • • • «2,„ 
By virtue of (5) the last equation proves the theorem. O 
T h e o r e m 7. (•,•)•,...,•) given by (5) is an n-inner product on L where for 
every n-ditnensional linear subspace L' of L and arbitrary {a i , . . . ,a„} 6 Si> we 
have | | a i , . . . , o „ | | = 1. 
P r o o f . Let oi , . . . , o„ be arbitrary in L, let V be an re-dimensional linear sub-
space of L containing oi, . . . , o„ and let {a[,..., a'n} e SL> • Then o,- = 23
 a s,t °4 > 
* = i 
94 
i — 1, . . . , n. Hence we get 
(6) (01,01 | o 2 , . . . , a „ ) = ( Yl
ai'k a'k'Ylai'k a'k Yl°2'k a'k'""' '2-jan'k a'k 
^/s=l k=l I fc=l 
',,...,<( E^Lko't) • • • P ^ < ( £>!.*-<) I I 01,1 • . . Ctl.n 
a 2 , l • • • C«2,n Ct2 , l • • • OJ2,n 
Q „ , l CЄnД 
ai , i • • • ai,„ 
«„,! a„ 
which implies that (01,01 | 02, • • • ,a„) ^ 0 and moreover that (01,01 | a%,... ,an) = 0 
if and only if 01, . . . , a„ are linearly dependent. 
Now we shall show that for arbitrary o ' , o + , 0 2 , . . . ,a„ we have (a!,o+|o2,... ,o„) = 
(a+, a' I a 2 , . . . , an). If a', a 2 , . . . , a„ or o+, a 2 , . . . , a„ are linearly dependent, then 
(o ' ,a+ | a 2 , . . . ,a„) and ( a + , a ' | a 2 , . . . ,a„) both are 0. Hence we may restrict our 
considerations to the case that d,a%,...,an and a + , a 2 , . . , , o „ are linearly indepen­
dent. Let L', L+ denote the linear subspaces of L generated by a', a 2 , . . . , a „ or 
a+, a 2 , . . . , a „ , respectively. There exist reals a', a
+ different from 0 such that 
{ a ' a ' , a 2 , . . . , a „ } 6 Si* and { a + o + , o 2 , . . . , o n } 6 SL+. This together with (4) 
and (5) yields 
(o ' ,o+ I a 2 , . . . ,a„) = — (a!,a




= -7-X P r c'a' a, aSa+a+) = ( o + , a' | 0 2 , . . . , 0„) . 
a a + ' 
Using (5) we see that (a, b \ a2, • • •, a„) = (o, b | ai2,..., ain) for every permutation 
( i 2 , . . . , in) of ( 2 , . . . , n ) . And (6) shows that if n > 1, then (o, a \ o 2 , 0 3 , . . . , an) = 
( o 2 , a 2 I 0 , 0 3 , . . . , a „ ) . Also the linearity of (0,6 | a 2 , •.. ,o„) with respect to a is 
evident. Prom (5) we immediately see that, moreover, for every {a i , . . . ,a„} e Si> 
we have | | o i , . . . ,a„| j = 1. • 
3.2. If d i m £ — n, then in ilssumption 2 of 3.1 we necessarily have L' = L+, 
hence 0+ = ±a' + J2 ak au, and pr0+)as!i.„>0)i = pr a i i 0 , .. ttn is the identical mapping. 
k=\ 
From this we see that in this case, equation (4) becomes trivial. We can choose Sy 
arbitrarily and the corresponding n-inner products differ only by a factor. 
Let now dim L > n. Then obviously (4) contains restrictions to the projections 
ptL, if the sets Sp are fixed, and conversely for fixed projections pr^, it contains 
restrictions to the sets Sy. 
4. n-NORM OF PROJECTIONS 
4.1. Concerning the problem of the relations between norms ||&i,.. . , 6 n | and 
||Pro1,...,o„(&i)> • • • iP
Tai a„C'«)|| w e n a v e *Be following results. 
Theorem 8. Let (£,(•,• | - , . . . , •)) be an n-inner product space which in the case 
n > 1 is simple. Then 
(7) | |6i,. . . ,6-| | >- ||pr01l... i0„(Ďi),...,pr01>... ia„(6n)| 
Proof . In the case n = 1 the assertion of the theorem is well known. For fur­
ther considerations let n > 1. Let (•, •) be an inner product generating (•, • j •,..., •). 
Because of Theorem 3 we may restrict our considerations to the case that (ak,ai) = 
&k,i for k, I 6 {l,...,n}. If pr0 0n(6i), . . . , pr0 1 0n(6n) are linearly depen­
dent, then obviously (7) is true. Therefore, in what follows we may assume that 
Pro1,...,o„(^i)) • • • )P
ra1„..,a„(&n) are linearly independent. Since for arbitrary points 




7 i , n 
7n,n 
we can see that, moreover, the restriction to the case pr01i...i0r((6/t) = a*, k = 1,..., n 
is possible. Then we have (&&, a/ | a%,..., a,,..., an) — Ski for k, I e {1,...,»} and 
because of 










(ai,a,_i) ( a „ o , + i ) 
(a„,o,_,) (o„,o, + 1 ) 
(Ьk,a„) 
(oi,o„) 
(a,_i,o,_i) (o,_,,a,+i) . . . (a,_i,a-
(a, + i,a,_i) (a ,+i ,a , + i ) . . . (a,+i,o„ 
we get (bk, at) = Ski for k, I € {1, . . •, n}. In view of this we see that for arbitrary 
k€{l,...,n}, 
(ak,bk - a * \ai,..'.,ak-i,bk+i,...,bn) 
(o_,6_-o_) (o„,o,) . 
(o i , -_ -o„) (o, ,oi) . 
( o » , - „ 6 t - o t ) (o__„oi ) . 
(H+l.H—Ok) (6_+l,oi) • 
( M 6 „ - o „ ) (6„,oi) 
(o_,o„_i) 
(oi ,o Ł _,) 
( o t Љ , + , ) 
(oi,Ь_+l) 
(o„_i,o__i) (o f c _i,Ь„ + i) 
(Ь„ + l ,o„_,) (6„ + „6„+,) 
( M в _ _ i ) (Ь»,Ь_+l) 
(o_,6„) 
( « l , M 




||6i, • • •, 6 n f = ||oi, 6a,...,6n | |
2 + ||6i - ox,63,. • 





' + 2 ( a 1 , 6 i - a 1 |6 2,.. .,6„) 
D hence the theorem is proved. 
In the case n > 1, (7) need not always be true as is shown by an example (with 
n = 2) given in [3]. 
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